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Abstract

We present an overview of our knowledge-based news event analysis toolkit. The toolkit is powered by
a knowledge graph (KG) of event-related concepts and relations curated from Wikidata and enriched
through knowledge extraction from text as well as a variety of link prediction methods. We describe each
of the functions the toolkit provides and an overview of its various components. We present use cases in
enterprise risk management, scenario planning, and media intelligence. We also discuss a number of
lessons learned and directions for future research.

Businesses – large and small – can benefit tremendously from monitoring ongoing global
and local newsworthy events and analyzing how recent events could impact their businesses.
One mechanism of analysis is curating a rich knowledge graph (KG) of past events and their
consequences, such that ongoing events can be mapped to past similar events in the KG, and
one can reason about what caused them and what can happen as a result. As a simple example,
back in January 8 2020, when news stories started reporting on the announcement that the
World Health Organization (WHO) made on a new virus that has caused a pneumonia outbreak
in Wuhan, China, one could immediately identify past similar news events, which include
WHO’s announcement in March 2003 that marked the onset of the 2002–2004 SARS outbreak.
A business involved in tourism or oil & gas industries can then immediately start taking actions
to prepare for the potential impact of a major disease outbreak on their businesses.
In this talk, we present an overview of a toolkit that enables building knowledge-based news
event analysis solutions. Our goal in developing this toolkit is twofold: 1) providing news event
analysis functions based on a rich curated knowledge base from publicly available sources 2)
providing knowledge extraction functions used to curate our knowledge base such that users
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Figure 1: Toolkit Components and APIs

can augment the included knowledge base or curate a custom knowledge base for their domain
of interest. Figure 1 presents the current architecture of our toolkit [1]. We outline several
challenges we faced in applying state-of-the-art concept linking, knowledge extraction, and link
prediction techniques to build our toolkit, provide a summary of lessons learned, and present a
number of research challenges that need to be addressed. In particular:
• We outline the use of Wikidata as a primary source of knowledge, report on the challenges
we faced with respect to the current coverage of event-related concepts in Wikidata, and
how the existing knowledge in Wikidata can be enriched through automated knowledge
extraction over Wikipedia articles. Our primary focus has been on weakly supervised
and supervised neural models for causal relation extraction.
• We describe our solution for mapping news headlines to concepts in our KG, and report
on challenges in applying existing concept linking methods to this problem.
• We report on the performance of several rule-based and knowledge graph embeddings
based approaches for link prediction to enrich our KG. We also report on the challenges
we faced in applying existing techniques for reasoning about potential consequences of a
new event as a novel mechanism for event forecasting.
• We also report on our preliminary results on automatically extracting structured event
sequences from textual corpora and applying event sequence models as a mechanism of
learning complex relations between event types in our KG.
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